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pleasant. Then an inner voice together with the reason turned out to be right on this one. And to object to

nothing. But I already leaped into the water, and quite true to the saying that not knowing Ford. Now was left

to flounder, waiting to see what the end result would be, and hope that help arrives in time otherwise.

I always amazes and delights in Garik one quality: if its truly phenomenal chattiness he manages to vigilantly

watch that with his long tongue't come here that does not belong to him, though official secrecy, though

simply trusted him someone else's secret. If someone will need to refute walking the phrase babbler is a godsend

for the spy, I can recommend a police captain Papazyan: a more striking example, I don't know. At the dawn of

our acquaintance, not yet studied Garik inside out, I tried all the ways to draw out of him the secret

information until the very last resort, which is thought to be one hundred percent. But nothing was achieved.

When, passionately clenched teeth COP ear, I held out my hand against his Trouser belt, Garik held my hand and a

charming smile, said: Tanya Jan, if you way want to squeeze out of me the name of the informant is trying in

vain! I must warn as an honest COP: get only what usually happens in such cases, and no more. Well, the desire

to bite my ear off has not yet passed?.

Nothing special. In the city so often, but in our village such cases are rare. I would even say nonsense,

grandfather grinned slyly. Natural market suddenly organized, or rather the mobile store. In short, in a busy

place next to the supermarket with my old machine was selling vegetables.

To announce we have another body, blurted out Kiryanov, joyful because apparently that broke with tradition

last days, when the corpses were informed him I am.

Any person discovered that his car someone deliberately damaged, would be to take some measures. And Sysoev

silent, it just might arouse suspicion.

We have been out stages, we are out of life, interrupted me Elena Viktorovna. We dead souls, live in a dead zone,

our race is doomed to extinction. And for what?.. One line in the history book? For what it is.
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